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Modern colliders bring into collision a large number of bunches to achieve a high luminosity. The long-
range beam-beam effects arising from parasitic encounters at such colliders are mitigated by introducing a
crossing angle. Under these conditions, crab cavities (CC) can be used to restore effective head-on
collisions and thereby to increase the geometric luminosity. Such crab cavities have been proposed for
both linear and circular colliders. The crab cavities are rf cavities operated in a transverse dipole mode,
which imparts on the beam particles a transverse kick that varies with the longitudinal position along the
bunch. The use of crab cavities in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) may not only raise the luminosity, but
it could also complicate the beam dynamics, e.g., crab cavities might not only cancel synchrobetatron
resonances excited by the crossing angle but they could also excite new ones, they could reduce the
dynamic aperture for off-momentum particles, they could influence the aperture and orbit, also degrade
the collimation cleaning efficiency, and so on. In this paper, we explore the principal feasibility of LHC
crab cavities from a beam dynamics point of view. The implications of the crab cavities for the LHC
optics, analytical and numerical luminosity studies, dynamic aperture, aperture and beta beating,
emittance growth, beam-beam tune shift, long-range collisions, and synchrobetatron resonances, crab
dispersion, and collimation efficiency will be discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.12.101002 PACS numbers: 29.20.db
I. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has a design lumi-
nosity of 1034 cm2 s1 at the two high-luminosity proton-
proton experiments ATLAS (located at interaction point 1,
or ‘‘IP1’’) and CMS (located at IP5), with a center-of-mass
energy of 14 TeV [1]. Studies aimed to further raise the
LHC luminosity have been carried out since 2001, from
2004 onwards jointly by the European CARE-HHH net-
work and by US-LARP. These studies developed a road-
map for increasing the luminosity of LHC by a factor of 10
above its design value, to 1035 cm2 s1 in the second half
of the next decade. Recently, three upgrade scenarios have
crystallized from various considerations. These three sce-
narios are called the early-separation (ES) scheme, the full
crab crossing (FCC) scheme, and the large-Piwinski angle
(LPA) scheme [2]. For the ES and FCC approaches, crab
cavities are an essential ingredient of the upgrade [3].
Crab cavities could restore an effective head-on collision
at the IP for both linear colliders [4] and circular colliders
[5]. Namely, the crab cavities will render the effective
Piwinski angle Piw ¼ =2  z=x (with  denoting
the full crossing angle, z the rms bunch length, x
 the
rms horizontal beam size at IP) equal to zero, and minimize
the geometric luminosity loss which otherwise arises from
the crossing angle. By contrast, the LPA scheme relies on a
nonzero Piwinski angle. It could only make use of crab
cavities if the latter do not restore the beam-beam tune shift
to the value obtained for a head-on collision, or if they
increase the beam-beam tune-shift limit, or for the purpose
of luminosity leveling.
In standard accelerator coordinates, the required hori-
zontal kick from the crab cavity can be written as








where px denotes the horizontal kick.
The Hamiltonian to describe the thin crab cavity is
obtained by integration with respect to x (in the Lie algebra
sense [6])





whereHcrab denotes the Hamiltonian, q the particle charge,
V the voltage of the crab cavity, Ps the particle energy, s
the synchronous phase of the crab-cavity rf wave, ! the
angular rf frequency of the crab cavity, z the longitudinal*Yipeng.SUN@cern.ch
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coordinate of the particle with respect to the bunch center,
c the velocity of light, and x the horizontal coordinate.
Because of symplecticity, the crab cavity also introduces
an x-dependent longitudinal kick,










II. LOCAL AND GLOBAL SCHEME
In circular colliders, crab cavities may be configured
according to either one of two schemes, namely as local or
global crab cavities. In the local scheme, which corre-
sponds to the original classical proposals of Palmer [4],
Oide and Yokoya [5], a pair of crab cavities is placed at
both sides of one IP, with the phase advance between crab
cavity and IP optimized to be =2 in the crossing plane, as
shown in Fig. 1 (left) and Fig. 2 (left); in that case, for each
value of z the crab cavities act like a local bump and the
closed orbit in the other parts of the ring is not affected.
The voltage needed for the first crab cavity (to rotate the
bunch so as to be head-on at the interaction point) and for
the second crab cavity (to rotate the bunch back) can be
calculated using the formulas (4) and (5) below [7]. The
two beams are crabbed at the specified IP as shown in
Fig. 2 (left).
The crab-cavity voltage required on the two sides of the
IP is
V1 ¼
c2  ps  tanð2Þ
q !  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  crabp  sinð’0Þ ; (4)
V2 ¼ R22  V1; (5)
where V1 denotes the voltage of the first local crab cavity,
V2 the voltage of the second local crab cavity, c the velocity
of light, ps the particle momentum,  the full crossing
angle, q the particle charge,! the angular frequency of the
crab cavity,  the beta function at the interaction point,
and ’0 the phase advance between the crab-cavity loca-
tion and the IP. Lastly,R22 signifies the (2, 2) element of the
optical transport matrix from the first crab cavity to the
second crab cavity, and the R12 between the two cavities
should be zero, R12 ¼ 0.
For the global scheme as sketched in Fig. 1 (right), the
crab cavity is located somewhere around the ring, at a place
which satisfies certain phase advance requirements [which
is, j cosð’0  QÞj ¼ 1 in formula (6)] which involve
the total betatron tune in addition to the phase advance
from crab cavity to the IP; in the global case, the
z-dependent closed orbit will be changed all around the
ring with crab cavity active, and the crab-cavity voltage for
the global scheme can be calculated from [7]:
V ¼ c
2  ps  tanð2Þ
q !  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  crabp 
 2 sinðQÞcosð’0  QÞ
; (6)
where V denotes the voltage of the global crab cavity
(GCC), Q the betatron tune of the storage ring, and other
parameters are the same as introduced before. The bunch
will be tilted and the tilt will exhibit some kind of oscil-
lation all around the ring such that at the interaction point
the collision will be effectively head on. A global scheme
has been implemented at KEKB [8].
III. OPTICS AND SCENARIOS
Crab cavities could be introduced for different phases of
the LHC upgrade, for example, phase I with one global
cavity for a feasibility test, and phase II for the final
implementation using a local scheme. In this paper, we
study the crab-cavity beam dynamics issues for two LHC
optics, the nominal LHC collision optics and the so-called
‘‘lowbetamax’’ upgrade optics [9] (collision). The relevant
parameters of these two optics are listed in Table I. As
already discussed, in circular colliders crab cavities may be
configured according to either local or global crab
schemes, while the local scheme is the most ideal case
for crab crossing. In the following, we will study two
different crab crossing scenarios: (1) four local crab cav-
ities at LHC IR5, two for LHC beam 1, and two for LHC
beam 2 (both beams crabbed at IP5); (2) only one global
crab cavity at IR4, to crab LHC beam 1 at IP5.
FIG. 1. (Color) Two local crab cavities in interaction region 5
(IR5) for LHC beam 1 which illustrates the local scheme (left)
and one global crab cavity in IR4 for LHC beam 1 which
illustrates the global scheme (right) (single global scenario).
FIG. 2. (Color) Schematic for two crabbed beams at IP5, local
scheme (with  denoting the full crossing angle) (left); sche-
matic of only one crabbed beam at LHC IP5 with a single global
crab cavity, for beam 1 only (right).
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A. Local scenario
First we discuss the possible installation of the local crab
cavities in LHC IR5 (local scenario), to benefit the proton-
proton collision at IP5 (for IP1 the procedure is almost the
same). For the nominal LHC collision optics, the location
of the first local crab cavity is selected to be upstream of
IP5, outside D2 (the second dipole from IP5), and between
Q4 and Q5 (proceeding from IP5 to either side, the main
quadrupoles are named as Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 . . .). We
selected this location as here beams 1 and 2 have reached
their full arc separation and the phase advance to IP5 is
near =2. The longitudinal distance between the selected
position and IP5 is around 170–171 m, and the horizontal
phase advance between IP5 and the first local crab cavity is
around 0.259 (in units of 2). The second crab cavity is
placed symmetrically (in phase) at the other side of the IP5.
For the lowbetamax collision optics, the convention of the
local crab cavities is almost the same [10]. The required
crab voltage and associated  function at the crab cavities
are summarized in Table II. The required voltage may be
provided by a pair of two-cell superconducting cavities. In
Fig. 3 the optics parameters and the local crab cavity are
plotted together at IR5, for the nominal LHC collision
optics and the lowbetamax collision optics, respectively.
B. Global scenario (single global)
Because of the space constraints in the LHC tunnel on
the two-beam separation, and other factors, it appears
much more realistic that, in an initial, exploratory phase,
only one global crab cavity (800 MHz) will be installed in
IR4 (where the separation between the two beams is largest
and cryogenics plus other needed infrastructure might be
more easily available), to test the crab cavity in hadron
colliders for the first time. In this scenario (single global),
only a single global crab cavity will be used to obtain one
horizontally crabbed beam at IP5. A schematic of the LHC
layout with one global crab cavity is shown in Fig. 1
(right), while the collision case with a single crabbed
beam (at IP5) is sketched in Fig. 2 (right).
In LHC IR4 there presently exists a free space of 5 m
length for both beam 1 and beam 2, which is reserved for
future 200-MHz capture rf cavities, and just next to the
LHC main rf systems (at IP4). This region is also favorable
as a potential location of the global crab cavity because it is
near to the existing cryogenic and other infrastructures of
the main LHC rf systems. The phase advance for LHC
beam 1 between this 200-MHz capture rf location and IP5
is good, with cosð’ QÞ ¼ 0:9978. The selected
location for crab cavity is around 30 m upstream of IP4.
The 800-MHz crab-cavity voltage is calculated to be
9.3 MV, which is a reasonable value for three two-cell
cavities. The LHC optics in IR4 will be adjusted later if
the voltage needs to be further decreased. A preliminary
study indicates that the horizontal beta function at the crab
cavity (CC) x;CC can be increased up to 3000 m while
TABLE II. Local crab-cavity voltage for LHC nominal colli-
sion optics and lowbetamax collision optics.
LHC nominal collision lowbetamax
VCC1 [MV] 3.5 4.9
VCC2 [MV] 0.7 3.1
CC1 [m] 1541 2616
CC2 [m] 665 1023
’IP  ’CC1 [2] 0.259 0.254





























FIG. 3. (Color) Optics parameters for the local crab scheme in
LHC IR5: nominal LHC collision optics (top) and lowbetamax
collision optics (bottom). IP5 is at s ¼ 0.
TABLE I. Relevant parameters of the two LHC optics under study.
Parameter Symbol Nominal LHC optics lowbetamax optics
Protons per bunch Nb½1011 1.15 1.15
Number of bunches n 2808 2808
rms bunch length z [cm] 7.55 7.55
rms energy spread e½104 1.1 1.1
Beta function at IP1 & IP5  [m] 0.55 0.25
Emittance  [106 mrad] 3.75 3.75
Full crossing angle  [rad] 285 381
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maintaining a matched optics for the nominal LHC at
7 TeV [11]. This optics change will decrease the required
crab-cavity voltage to about 2.3 MV, which is within the
reach of existing superconducting rf technology for a two-
cell cavity. For the purpose of this study, the nominal
LHC optics V6.501 is left unchanged, and the global crab
cavity is installed at the reserved 200-MHz rf location
(‘‘ADTKH’’ in LHC sequence V6.501), for beam 1.
For the lowbetamax collision optics, the installation
procedure is similar [10], and the 800-MHz crab-cavity
voltage is calculated to be 25 MVwhich requires that the
function at the crab cavity (CC) should be increased a lot
(again, the same preliminary study indicates that 3000 m is
possible). For the lowbetamax the IR4 optics is essentially
the same as the nominal one, and one would, therefore,
expect roughly the same gain factor in the crab voltage in
the case of the global crab-cavity scheme. The limits on the
cavity voltage could also be overcome by changing the
working point and going closer to the integer resonance. It
has been demonstrated that the LHC optics is so flexible as
to permit tune changes up to an integer in either direction
and for the two transverse planes [12]. As the required
global crab voltage scales with sinðQÞ [for constant
cosð’0  QÞ], for a fractional tune 0.05, e.g., we can
reduce the crab voltage by sinð0:05Þ= sinð0:31Þ ¼ 0:19,
which translates to more than a factor 5 reduction in the
required crab voltage. These two measures, applied to-
gether, can decrease the required crab voltage from 25 to
1.3 MV. We note that here we do not propose the routine
operation with full intensity at tunes close to the integer
resonance, but only a change of tune for the purpose of a
dedicated experiment with a crab-cavity prototype in order
to obtain a significant relative luminosity gain even at
fairly low crab-cavity voltage. The global crab optics at
LHC IR4 is shown in Fig. 4, for the nominal LHC collision
optics and for the lowbetamax collision optics,
respectively.
The simulated turn-by-turn longitudinal-horizontal cor-
relation of a particle is shown in Fig. 5, with the 800-MHz
single global scenario (as well as for a 400-MHz crab-
cavity case with twice the voltage) in comparison with an
ideal totally linear crab-cavity rf. To get the simulated x-z
correlation shown, one particle with zero transverse and
longitudinal offset, and 2:5p energy offset has been
tracked for 1000 turns. In the simulation, one virtual
beam-position monitor (BPM) has been placed at IP5 to
record the position of this particle turn by turn. The crab
cavity has a sinusoidal rf-wave curvature, so that its kick
imparted on the beam is linear only over a limited time
range. From Fig. 5, it can be inferred that for the 800-MHz
crab cavity and a nominal LHC proton bunch length z of
0.075 m, the crab-cavity kick is linear only within about
1z. It can also be seen that the linearity of the 400-MHz
crab cavity over the length of the proton bunch is much
better than that of the 800-MHz cavity. However, the cavity
size will be much larger for the 400-MHz frequency, which
makes it difficult to install such a cavity on the beam line in
the LHC tunnel. 800 MHz represents a compromise be-
tween linearity, crab voltage, and transverse cavity size.
The ideally required x-z correlation of the bunch at IP5 is
also illustrated by the curve for the ‘‘linear kick’’ in Fig. 5.
IV. DYNAMIC APERTURE
For LHC at 7 TeV (top energy), to obtain a sufficiently
linear motion of particles at a transverse amplitude of 6
[which is the half jaw opening of the primary collimators




























FIG. 4. (Color) Global crab optics at LHC IR4: nominal LHC
collision optics (top) and lowbetamax collision optics (bottom).

























FIG. 5. (Color) Turn-by-turn x-z correlation of an off-
momentum particle (2:5p) at IP5 with 400-MHz and 800-
MHz global crab cavity, for the nominal LHC optics (with rms
bunch length z ¼ 75:5 mm). The crab-cavity kick is linear
within 1z, which recovers most of the geometric luminosity
expected without crossing angle.
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amplitude of motion) is required to be at least a factor of 2
larger, more than 12, without collisions. With collisions
the dynamic aperture will be dominated by the long-range
beam-beam effect, which will be discussed in Sec. XI. The
dynamic aperture is determined by tracking particles with
different initial coordinates using the SIXTRACK [13] code
over 100 000 turns, which corresponds to 1=400 hour and
is limited by the computing ability. The phase-space angle
between the horizontal and vertical action variables (Jx and




Þ, and, for a complete
dynamic-aperture simulation, the transverse launch angle
 is selected to be 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees, respec-
tively [14].
Concerning optics imperfections, the measured mag-
netic errors are included (both normal and skew multipole
coefficients) up to 30-pole for all dipoles and quadrupoles.
Tune and chromaticity are corrected, and the corrections of
the main dipole field errors by the b3, b4, and b5 spool-
piece families are taken into account. The nonlinear mag-
netic errors are modeled for the main dipoles and quadru-
poles, plus the insertion quadrupoles and cold D1 (D2)
dipoles, and also the warm quadrupoles. The beam energy
is 7 TeV and the initial momentum offset is set to be
0.000 27 (3=4 of the rf bucket; this corresponds to the
standard convention for all LHC dynamic-aperture
studies).
From the minimum dynamic aperture (nominal LHC)
over 60 seeds of the nonlinear magnetic errors, which is
shown in Fig. 6, we observe a maximum 1 degradation of
the dynamic aperture compared to the nominal case with-
out crab cavity. For the lowbetamax collision optics, the
loss of dynamic aperture is 1 to 2, with the correspond-
ing results shown in Fig. 7. In fact, the horizontal phase
advance between the two local crab cavities, at the loca-
tions considered, is 0.518 (in units of 2) for the nominal
LHC, while it is 0.508 (in units of 2) for the lowbetamax
collision optics. The larger difference from the ideal value
of 0.5 results in a smaller dynamic aperture for the local
crab scheme at the nominal LHC, due to the imperfect 
bump and the resulting leakage of the crab orbit all around
the machine. For this case, the dynamic aperture could
indeed be fully recovered by optimizing the phase advance
(in the crossing plane) between the two local crab cavities
to be much closer to 0.5 (in units of 2), as is demonstrated
by simulations in Fig. 8. Realization of this optimum phase






























FIG. 6. (Color) Minimum dynamic aperture over 60 error seeds
for nominal LHC optics with or without crab cavity; the maxi-
mum decrease of 1 due to crab cavity is acceptable. The






























FIG. 7. (Color) Minimum dynamic aperture over 60 error seeds
for lowbetamax collision optics with or without crab cavity; the
maximum decrease of 1 or 2 due to crab cavity is acceptable.




























FIG. 8. (Color) Minimum dynamic aperture over 60 error seeds
for nominal LHC optics, without crab cavity (blue); with two
local 800-MHz crab cavities and horizontal phase advance 0.518
(in units of 2) between them (red); with two local 800-MHz
crab cavities and optimized horizontal phase advance 0.5 (in
units of 2) between them (green).
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mum location of the second crab cavity is occupied by
other ring elements in the present optics. In addition, the
phase advance from the first local crab cavity to the second
is modified by the (head-on) beam-beam collision, as we
will discuss in Sec. XI. Regardless, a simulated dynamic
aperture above 12 is considered to be more than sufficient
for LHC, given the fact that the primary collimator has a
half opening of 6. For the global crab scheme the un-
avoidable additional modulated orbit offset around the
entire ring, introduced by the crab cavity, causes the small
loss in the dynamic aperture. It is still being studied how to
compensate that effect.
V. APERTURE AND BETA BEATING
LHC will operate with superconducting magnets and
superconducting rf cavities. Considering the huge beam
power, a tiny loss of beam particles will result in a quench
and may even damage the accelerator. The LHC collima-
tion system, which is designed to protect the superconduct-
ing ring, requires a minimum mechanical aperture of 10
in terms of the rms beam sizes. To meet such a tight
aperture limit, the optics and mechanical imperfections
should be very well controlled.
The bunch is tilted everywhere in the ring and the closed
orbit is modulated by the longitudinal position inside the
bunch for the global crab scheme. To investigate the addi-
tional aperture budget needed to accommodate the tilted
bunch in the global crab scheme, for a particle at the
specified longitudinal location in a bunch, the effect of
the crab cavity can be modeled by adding a horizontal
corrector (with z-dependent strength) at the location of
the crab cavity, according to






where p1 denotes the deflection angle of the corrector, q
the particle charge, ps the particle energy, and z the longi-
tudinal coordinate of the particle with respect to the bunch
center.
By applying formula (7) to the nominal LHC collision
optics and to the lowbetamax optics, at the same time
considering the effect of one 800-MHz or 400-MHz global
crab cavity, we get the horizontal orbit change due to the
crab cavity, and compare it with the off-momentum orbit.
The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, for the nominal
LHC collision optics and the lowbetamax optics, respec-
tively. This compares the size of the offset between the off-
momentum beat and the additional offset (if any) from the
crab cavity. We observe that the global scheme for nominal
LHC requires an additional 0:5 aperture while the low-
betamax optics requires more, about 1.
The off-momentum beta beating is very important for
the collimation system and the safe operation of the super-
conducting ring, as it can cause additional beam loss and
introduce the overlap of the primary and secondary colli-
mators. The maximum beta-beating tolerance for LHC of
20% is limited by the magnet imperfections and the me-
chanical aperture of the hardware. The phase advances are
optimized for small off-momentum beta beating in the
region between IP1 to IP5 for the nominal LHC optics
under consideration. Crab cavities introduce another kind
of beta beating, which depends on the longitudinal position
inside the bunch (z dependent). The effect of the crab


























1 σz 800 MHz CC1 σz 400 MHz CC1 σp
FIG. 10. (Color) Comparison of horizontal orbit change of a
particle with 1z offset for 800-MHz global crab-cavity case
(red); of a particle with 1z offset for 400-MHz global crab-
cavity case (green); and for a 1p off-momentum particle (blue),
in the lowbetamax collision optics. The orbit change due to the























1 σz 800 MHz CC1 σz 400 MHz CC1 σp
FIG. 9. (Color) Comparison of horizontal orbit change of a
particle with 1z offset for 800-MHz global crab-cavity case
(red); of a particle with 1z offset for 400-MHz global crab-
cavity case (green); and for a 1p off-momentum particle (blue),
in the nominal LHC collision optics. The orbit change due to the
crab cavity is comparable to, or smaller than, the dispersive orbit
shift.
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a horizontal dipole corrector (with z-dependent strength) in
the sequence, according to formula (7).
With this method we can study this new kind of beta
beating for a particle with longitudinal offset z ¼ 1z.
From formula (7) we observe that the beta beating from
crab cavity scales with sinð!z=cÞ, while z ¼ 1z is about
the worst case. For the nominal LHC collision optics, the
additional beta beating caused by the 800-MHz global crab
cavity is comparatively small with respect to the existing
-dependent off-momentum beta beating (at 3=4 of the rf
bucket height), as is shown in Fig. 11. For the lowbetamax
optics, we observe a similar result and the maximum beta
beating caused by the crab cavity lies within 0:6%, as
shown in Fig. 12.
A frequency or phase jitter in the crab cavity can lead to
a time-dependent beta beating. Also this z-dependent beta
beating can be an additional source of synchrobetatron
resonances. However, as the beta beating from the crab
cavity is very small, it will not have a large impact on the
beam dynamics.
VI. LUMINOSITY
In this section we will introduce both the numerical
simulation and the analytical treatment of the luminosity,
for the crab crossing cases, with either two beams or one
beam crabbed.
A. GUINEA-PIG simulation
GUINEA-PIG is a computer code for simulating the lumi-
nosity of colliders [15]. Here we apply this code to a
storage ring, in order to simulate the single-bunch geomet-
ric luminosity at the LHC. Two bunches at the IP1 or IP5,
each consisting of 10 000 macroparticles, are generated
with a Gaussian distribution in all six phase-space coor-
dinates ðx; px; y; py; ct;pÞ, for the LHC optics without
crab cavity. The rms values for the Gaussian distributions
are calculated from the design beam emittance, the design
beam energy, and the design beta functions at the IP. We
assume that the phase advance between crab cavity and the
IP is exactly =2, and that 	 ¼ 0 at both the IP and at the
crab-cavity location, for the case with crab cavity. Then,
applying formula (1), a horizontal kick from the crab
cavity is added for each particle and a new bunch distribu-
tion is obtained [10].
Simulation results for the LHC luminosity under differ-
ent conditions are compiled in Table III, for the local crab
scheme (local scenario). For the nominal LHC optics
without crab cavity, the simulated luminosity is in good
agreement with the design value. A linearized crab cavity
is used to check the validity of the transverse kick from the
crab cavity.
For the global crab scheme with only beam 1 crabbed
(single global scenario), a similar simulation is performed
by using GUINEA-PIG. With only one horizontally crabbed
beam, the simulated luminosity for nominal LHC collision
optics is as follows: for IP5 (horizontal crossing), the


































FIG. 11. (Color) Off-momentum beta beating for the nominal
LHC optics with a relative momentum offset of 0.000 27 (top);
z-dependent beta beating due to the global crab cavity (bottom),



































FIG. 12. (Color) Off-momentum beta beating for the lowbeta-
max collision optics with a relative momentum offset of 0.000 27
(top); z-dependent beta beating due to the global crab cavity
(bottom), which is much smaller than the off-momentum beta
beating.
TABLE III. LHC luminosity ½1034 cm2 s1 from GUINEA-
PIG simulation, with local crabbing scheme for both beams.




Linear crab crossing 1.18 2.49
400-MHz crab crossing 1.17 2.43
800-MHz crab crossing 1.12 2.15
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crossing), the luminosity is 0:96 1034 cm2 s1. As the
luminosity for nominal crossing is 1 1034 cm2 s1, we
get around 4% gain at IP5 and around 4% loss at IP1, with
only one global crab cavity at IR4. For the lowbetamax
optics, we repeat the simulation for different cases (fre-
quency and crabbed angle). All results are summarized in
Table IV. We observe that the crab cavity has a greater
effect for smaller  (larger crossing angle). The crossing
angle has to be increased at lower  without the crab
cavity in place, in order to keep the same beam separations
in units of sigma. This results in a larger loss of geometric
overlap between the two beams which the crab cavity helps
to restore.
B. Analytical treatment and comparison
The luminosity formulas for the crab crossing cases are
derived (local scenario and single global scenario) analyti-
cally, to compare with the simulation results of GUINEA-
PIG. We start from the original formulas in [7], where the
bunch distribution is assumed to be Gaussian in the longi-


























The coordinate systems for the two beams are sketched
in Fig. 13, where x1 and s1 are the horizontal and longitu-
dinal (along the beam line) coordinates of an arbitrary
particle in beam 1; and x2 and s2 are the corresponding
coordinates of an arbitrary particle in beam 2. In compari-
son with the treatment in Ref. [7], here a more appropriate
expression of the particle coordinates is used to correctly
describe the kick from the crab cavity. We consider crab
cavities operating at the rf wave number kcr ¼ 2fcrab=c.
The voltage of the first local crab cavity is written as
V1 ¼
c2  ps  tanð2Þ
q !crab  R12 : (10)
The change of the horizontal coordinate at the IP is then






Taking the rf sinusoidal wave shape of the crab cavity
into account, neglecting the x dependent change of the
particle energy, and also assuming R22 ¼ 0, the coordi-
nates of the two colliding beams are written as





sin½kcrðs ctÞ sin2 ; (12)





sin½kcrðsþ ctÞ sin2 ; (13)








where  denotes the crossing angle, c the velocity of light,
and kcr ¼ 2fcrab=c the rf wave number of crab cavity.
The third term x1;2 on the right-hand side of formulas
(12) and (13) describes the x-z correlation resulting from
the crab cavity.






where Nb denotes the number of particles inside a bunch,
frev the revolution frequency, nb the number of bunches per
beam in total, x the horizontal rms bunch size at IP, and
y the vertical rms bunch size at IP.
FIG. 13. (Color) Sketch of the coordinate system for the two
colliding beams.
TABLE IV. Luminosity simulated by GUINEA-PIG for different global crabbing cases with only
one global crab cavity [similar luminosity gain (IP5) and loss (IP1)].
Nominal LHC [cm2 s1] LHC upgrade [cm2 s1]
IP5 IP1 IP5 IP1
No CC 1:00 1034 1:50 1034
400-MHz CC (crabbing angle =2) 1:06 1034 0:93 1034 1:80 1034 1:21 1034
800-MHz CC (crabbing angle =2) 1:04 1034 0:96 1034 1:71 1034 1:32 1034
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The hourglass effect was neglected, and the correspond-




















zðs2 þ ctÞdxdsdt: (17)
Using formulas (8)–(15) and (17), for the two-beam crab
crossing case, the luminosity reduction factor R  L=L0 in
comparison with the head-on collision case can be ex-
pressed as



















 f2þ 4k2cr  s2  cos½2kcrðs c  tÞ
 cos½2kcrðsþ c  tÞ  8kcr  s  cosðkc  c  tÞ sinðkc  sÞ  4cos2ðkc  sÞ  sin2ðkc  c  tÞg

dtds: (18)
We perform a numerical integration of (18) for s in the
range between minus infinity and plus infinity, and ct in the
range between minus 5z and plus 5z, for the 400-MHz
and 800-MHz crab-cavity cases, respectively. In Fig. 14
(left), the normalized luminosity from the analytical for-
mula (18) is plotted with curves, and the simulation results
from GUINEA-PIG are indicated with dots. Good agreement
is found between these two. The smaller figure in Fig. 14
(left) shows a close-up view of the result near the nominal
value  ¼ 0:55 m.
For the crabbing case with only one beam crabbed
(single global scenario), the coordinate x of beam 2 is
written as




The other coordinates stay the same as in formulas (12),
(14), and (15).
Following a treatment similar to the above, the luminos-
ity reduction factor R  L=L0 in comparison with the
head-on collision case can be derived and expressed as






















For the single global scenario, again we find good
agreement between the analytical formulas and GUINEA-
PIG simulations, as is shown in Fig. 14 (right). Since we
have neglected the hourglass effect in the analytical treat-
ment, from Fig. 14 (left) and Fig. 14 (right) we observe that
at smaller  (for example 0.1 m) the agreement between
the analytical formulas and GUINEA-PIG simulations
deteriorates.
For the single global scenario, the luminosity is also
scanned versus different crabbing angle at IP5, both ana-






































































 0.53  0.54  0.55
FIG. 14. (Color) Comparison of normalized luminosity between analytical formulas (curves) and GUINEA-PIG simulations (dots), with
two horizontally crabbed beams (each by a crabbing angle of =2) at IP5 (left); and with only one horizontally crabbed beam (by a
crabbing angle of =2) at IP5 (right). Simulations and analytical expressions agree.
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the nominal LHC collision optics in Fig. 15 (left) show that
the luminosity (normalized to 1034 cm2 s1) assumes a
maximum as a function of the crabbing angle, the location
of which depends on the rf frequency of the crab cavity. For
example for the 800-MHz crab-cavity case, the peak is
around three-quarters of the full crossing angle, and the
analytical result agrees with the GUINEA-PIG simulation. At
the same time for the 20-MHz crab-cavity case, the peak is
at half of the full crossing angle, as one would expect for
the ideal linear case. The shift of the optimum crabbing
angle towards larger values for higher crab rf frequencies
can be explained by the fact that due to the nonlinear
curvature of the rf wave most of the bunch experiences a
lower deflection than for the ideal linear crab cavity. Then,
to optimize the overlap of the two bunches, a larger crab
voltage, or equivalent crab angle, is required, so that over
the length of the bunch the ‘‘average’’ value of the non-
linear crab deflection is close to the optimum value of 1=2
crossing angle. Optimizing the overlap of the two colliding
beams, or equivalently maximizing R in formula (20),
determines the location of the maximum.
If the LHC luminosity can be measured with a resolution
of 1%, as expected [16], it will be possible to detect the
effect of this global crab cavity, during the very first test of
a single crab cavity in the LHC. A similar scan is per-
formed for the lowbetamax collision optics with  ¼
0:25 m at IP1 and IP5 (and with one 800-MHz global
crab cavity), and the corresponding result is shown in
Fig. 15 (right).
To obtain a larger luminosity gain from crab crossing in
the test phase (single global scenario), one can use a beam
with much smaller emittance and lower bunch intensity. As
illustration we consider three different beam emittances for
the nominal LHC with  ¼ 0:55 m, as  ¼ 3:75 mrad,
 ¼ 2:5 mrad and  ¼ 1 m rad, respectively (which is
already available from LHC injectors, for the LHC
TOTEM experiment). The luminosity gain versus crabbing
angle at IP5 is shown in Fig. 16, where we observe that for
the case with  ¼ 1 m rad the luminosity gain can be as
large as 25%.
VII. EMITTANCE GROWTH
The transverse kick from the global crab cavity excites
betatron oscillations of the beam if the voltage ramp of the
























FIG. 16. (Color) Relative luminosity gain (normalized with the
corresponding crossing case and the emittance set to 3.75, 2.5,
and 1 mrad for the three cases, respectively) for three cases
with different beam emittance and bunch intensity (nominal
LHC with  ¼ 0:55 m,  ¼ 285–552 rad), from GUINEA-
PIG simulations with a single global crab cavity. The luminosity

























































FIG. 15. (Color) Relative luminosity gain (normalized to the case without crab cavity) versus crabbing angle at IP5, for the nominal
LHC collision optics (left) and for the lowbetamax collision optics (right) with a single global crab cavity. A luminosity gain of 7% or
25% is achieved, respectively. For 20 MHz the optimum crab angle equals half the crossing angle as theoretically expected while this is
no longer the case for the higher crab frequencies due to the rf curvature.
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intrinsic transverse emittance (in which case the increase
of the projected emittance remaining even after the crab
cavity has been ramped down). It is important to study how
slow the ramping up speed of the crab cavity should be, in
order to have a negligible influence on the intrinsic beam
emittance. Morita has performed some studies by using the
SAD code and a 400-MHz global crab cavity [17]. Here a
more detailed study is performed with the code MADX [18],
by modifying the thintrack module [10] for the LHC
nominal collision optics.
Ten-thousand particles in a 6D Gaussian distribution are
generated, and the beam parameters such as the unnormal-
ized emittance 0.5 nm,  ¼ 0:55 m, beam energy, bunch
length z ¼ 0:075 m, and rms energy offset p ¼ 1:1
104 are taken into account. The tracking is done turn by
turn for thousands of turns. On each turn the emittance and
bunch size are calculated by using the statistical formulas.
The 800-MHz global crab cavity, which is described in
the above section, is ramped up from turn 0, over 1, 5, 10,
100, and 1000 turns, respectively. Then between 2000 and
2100 turns, the crab-cavity voltage is ramped down within
100 turns. To check the effect of the crab cavity ramping,
one particle with zero transverse and longitudinal offset,
and 2:5p energy offset was tracked for 500 turns before
ramping, 5000 turns while ramping, and 500 turns after
ramping. One BPM is placed at IP5 to record the position
of this particle for each turn. The simulated longitudinal-
horizontal correlation during synchrotron oscillation peri-
ods while ramping the crab-cavity voltage is shown in
Fig. 17, where it can be seen that the time-dependent cavity
ramping is correctly implemented in the code.
The horizontal emittance for different cases is shown in
Fig. 18, where it can be seen that for a ramping up time
which is longer than 10 turns, the emittance can be recov-
ered after the crab-cavity voltage is ramped down. When
the crab cavity is on, the projected emittance growth is
between 6% and 13%. For the 1 turn ramping up case, the
horizontal emittance remains increased by 6% after the
crab cavity has been ramped down. The larger projected
emittance reflects the desired effect of the crab cavity to
introduce x-z correlation.
The 400-MHz global crab-cavity case has also been
checked, and the results confirm the SAD results of
Morita [17]. As the crab cavity primarily kicks the beam
in the horizontal direction, the vertical and the longitudinal
emittance should not be affected. This is confirmed by our
simulation.
In reality, there will be many other disturbing nonlinear
terms, in addition to the chromatic sextupoles considered
above. To explore their effect, we also include the effects of
the nominal beam-beam kick (at all four IPs), the nonlinear
magnetic fields error (same as those for the dynamic-
aperture studies), and all the Landau octupoles, to observe
the impact of nonlinear fields and the associated tune
spread on the emittance growth. No obvious emittance
growth is found when tracking with these nonlinear
sources alone, and no obvious difference is found for the
crab-cavity ramping cases with and without these non-
linear elements. The emittance fluctuation from the
Landau octupoles alone, with a strength of 16 and
100 m4, respectively (corresponding to tune shifts of 2
105 and 1 104, for 1 offset), is due to numerical
noise.
In principle, there also is a possibility to use a crab
cavity with another frequency for the LHC upgrade, such
as 400 MHz. A comparison of the emittance growth, from
the crab cavity ramping with crab cavities of different
frequency (20, 400, and 800 MHz), and with 1 turn ramp-
ing speed is shown in Fig. 19 (left). In Fig. 19 (right) a
similar comparison is repeated, with all the Landau octu-





















Before ramping, 500 turns
Ramping-first half, 2500 turns
Ramping-second half,  2500 turns
After ramping, 500 turns
Linear kick
FIG. 17. (Color) Check of crab cavity ramping by tracking
reveals a ramp-up time of 5000 turns is sufficiently adiabatic




























CC Ramping 1 turn
CC Ramping 5 turns
CC Ramping 10 turns
CC Ramping 100 turns
CC Ramping 1000 turns
FIG. 18. (Color) Relative horizontal emittance growth for differ-
ent ramping speed of one 800-MHz global crab cavity. A
ramping period longer than 10 turns is required to avoid the
emittance growth.
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lower the frequency is, the larger the emittance growth will
be. With Landau octupoles, the transverse oscillations are
damped faster, as it is expected to be. However, the residual
emittance growth visible after the crab cavity being ramped
down is similar with and without octupoles.
The crab cavities with different frequency (linear, 400
and 800 MHz) all impart a similar linear kick on the beam,
within the 1z range. So if a longitudinal cut on the
initial distribution is performed at 1, the emittance
growth from the crab cavity ramping with different fre-
quency crab cavities should be similar. That is confirmed
by tracking and shown in Fig. 20. To mitigate the emittance
growth, the ramping period of the crab cavities will have to
be larger than 10 turns.
VIII. CRAB DISPERSION
The crab cavity’s effect is like an orbit corrector and the
difference to a true orbit corrector is that the kick is z
dependent. So following the approach of the closed-orbit
distortion, we can get the deviation of the crab closed orbit
















 cosð’1  QÞ
cosð’0  QÞ ; (21)
where =2 denotes the half crossing angle (crabbing angle
for each beam), ! the angular rf frequency of the crab
cavity, z the longitudinal coordinate of the particle with
respect to the bunch center, ’1 the phase advance be-
tween the crab-cavity location and the location s in the
ring, and ’0 the phase advance between the crab-cavity
location and the IP.
A particle which only has z ¼ 1z as initial offset will
later be at p ¼ 1p and z ¼ 0, due to synchrotron oscil-
lation. Also to arrive at a definition with the same units as
the off-momentum dispersion, for the case c=!	 z
(linear crab kick within 1z), we define the ‘‘crab dis-






Applying formulas (21) and (22) to the global crabbing
scheme (single global scenario), we get the crab dispersion
shown in Fig. 21, for the nominal LHC collision optics. At




























FIG. 20. (Color) Relative horizontal emittance growth due to the
crab cavity ramping with different frequency crab cavities (20,
400, and 800 MHz), longitudinal cut at 1, with 1 turn ramping




























































FIG. 19. (Color) Relative horizontal emittance growth due to the crab cavity ramping with different frequency crab cavities (20, 400,
and 800 MHz), without (left) and with (right) Landau octupoles, with 1 turn ramping speed. The lower the frequency is, the larger the
emittance growth will be.
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(value of 8:3 102 m) to achieve the quasi-head-on
collision.
IX. COLLIMATION
The LHC collimation system is designed to protect the
cold magnets and to absorb the beam halo outside of a
specified transverse beam size. There are two main regions
where LHC collimators are concentrated: IR3 (momentum
cleaning) and IR7 (betatron cleaning). Several kinds of
collimators exist in the LHC. Among these the two main
groups are the primary collimators and the secondary
collimators. The difference between the jaw opening of
the primary and secondary collimators is about one beam
sigma. Given the condition that the secondary collimators
should never be hit by the primary beam halo, the closed
orbit shall be strictly controlled in order to set the right jaw
opening of collimators. As the global crab cavity changes
the particles’ z-dependent ‘‘closed orbit,’’ it is essential to
consider how the crab cavity will affect the collimation
system.
The closed orbit at different z offsets is shown in Fig. 22
(which starts at IP3), for the nominal LHC optics with one
800-MHz global crab cavity located at IR4. It can be seen
that at some collimator locations, the orbit difference
between particles launched at 1z and 2z (or 2z and
3z, . . .) can be as large as one sigma or more, and that the
difference to the nominal orbit stays below 1 for all the
collimators. This is neither insignificant nor large enough
to rule out the use of global crab cavities.
The cold elements of LHC could be damaged by the halo
particles that escape the collimators (primary, secondary,
. . .). Therefore it is important to define and study the
cleaning efficiency of the collimation system. The ‘‘global
cleaning inefficiency’’ is defined as the leakage rate for a
specified aperture Ac [20]. However, even if the global
cleaning inefficiency c (for Ac ¼ 10) is under 103
which is the limit for the LHC at top energy, the cold
magnets could still be quenched by the local concentration
of the particle losses. Based on this, it is much more
important to study the distribution of the halo particles
along the ring, and the local cleaning inefficiency is de-
fined as [20]
~ c ¼ cLdil ; (23)
where Ldil is the dilution length of the losses with a
resolution up to 10 cm.
In this paper, the collimation simulation results pre-
sented are done for the on-momentum beam halo which
has no energy offset and longitudinal offset. As the global
crab cavity applies a z-dependent kick, we study several
different cases with beam halo particles located in different
longitudinal slices of the bunch (with a fixed longitudinal
position) [19], considering the horizontal and vertical
beam halo, respectively. The collimators are set with re-
spect to the center of the vacuum chamber (not the
z-dependent closed orbit). Here we mainly introduce the
result for the worst case z ¼ 1z and with horizontal beam
halo.
To compare with the nominal local cleaning inefficiency
results of the collimation team, we use all the same track-
ing setups as developed for collimation studies for the
nominal LHC [21]. To have a 1 m impact parameter
[21], the beam halo is generated at 5:509 with 0:0015
as smear [19]. We analyze the location of particle losses
along the accelerator, and this is done with comparison
between the aperture and the particles’ trajectories. For the
case with horizontal beam halo, the particles impact with
the primary collimator ‘‘TCP.C6L7.B1’’ at the first turn.
The impact parameter, which is defined to be the impact
depth of halo particles from the edge of the collimator jaws



























FIG. 22. (Color) z-dependent closed-orbit change induced by the























FIG. 21. (Color) Crab dispersion (IP5 is at 13 329 m) due to one
800-MHz global crab cavity (red) and one 400-MHz global crab
cavity (green); normal dispersion (blue).
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Fig. 23), is averaged over all the particles which impact
with the collimator for the first time at the specified turn, as
shown in Fig. 24. We observe that the impact parameter is
modulated by the betatron oscillations and reaches its
maximum around turn 20.
The local cleaning inefficiency (with a longitudinal
resolution down to 10 cm) is shown in Fig. 25 for particles
hitting the IR7 primary collimators (beam halo generated
at z ¼ 1z). Overall, most of the halo particles are ab-
sorbed by the collimators and a loss on the cold magnets
occurs mainly in the dispersion suppressor downstream of
IP7. Furthermore, if we look at the local loss map of the
case with global crab cavity, we find that it is similar to the
case without crab cavity, and for both cases the cold loss
rates remain mostly still below the quench limit.
We also consider the crab cavity’s impact on the avail-
able phase space for the circulating beam at each collima-
tor (z-dependent crab dispersion). With crab dispersion
included, the effective betatron amplitude cut at the ith
collimator can be written as [19,21]
n;cutðicoll; ; zÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rrðicoll; Þ
p ½rcutðicollÞ
Drðicoll; Þ   xDccðz; sÞ; (24)
where rcutðicollÞ denotes the half gap of the collimator jaw
at the ith collimator, n;cutðicoll; Þ the effective betatron
amplitude cut at the ith collimator,  ¼ p=p the energy
offset, r the beam transverse emittance, rðicoll; Þ the
beta function at the ith collimator,Drðicoll; Þ the dispersion
at the ith collimator, xDccðz; sÞ the deviation of the closed
orbit due to the z-dependent crab dispersion, z the longi-
tudinal coordinate of the particle with respect to the bunch
center, and s the longitudinal location in the ring.
If we only include the crab dispersion (as discussed in
the above section), and do not include the off-momentum
beat, we can get a phase-space cut for the circulating beam,
illustrating the hierarchy of primary (TCP), secondary
(TCSG), tertiary (TCTH), beam dump (TCDQ) horizontal
collimators, and shower absorbers (TCLA) (which is pre-
served from the case without crab cavity), as shown in
Fig. 26 [19]. The half gap of the primary (secondary)
betatron collimator (in IR7) is 6 (7) and the half gap
of the primary (secondary) momentum collimator (in IR3)
is 15 (18). The opening of the different group of colli-
mators could be inferred from Fig. 26.
Furthermore, a general longitudinal amplitude can be
defined to combine the off-momentum dispersion and crab





denotes the general amplitude, p energy offset, ~z from
the crab cavity. For simplicity, the most pessimistic case





















IP2 IP3 IP4 IP5 IP6 IP7 IP8 IP1
Losses at collimators       −−−−−−−−−−
Losses at warm magnets  −−−−−−−−−−
Losses at cold magnets    −−−−−−−−−−
FIG. 25. (Color) Local loss map for nominal LHC (top energy,
IP1;5 ¼ 0:55 m), with one global crab cavity and horizontal
beam halo (beam halo generated at z ¼ 1z). A beam lifetime of
0.2 h is assumed to define the quench limit (red dashed line).

































FIG. 24. (Color) Average first-time impact parameter at speci-
fied turn for different cases. All cases have a 1 m impact
parameter for the first turn.
FIG. 23. (Color) Schematic of the impact parameter on the LHC
primary collimator.
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from Fig. 26 (crab dispersion at 1z) is used to construct
the CC disturbed phase-space cut, as shown in Fig. 27. In
this case the available phase space for the circulating beam
is decreased by half a  at the most, compared with the
nominal case without crab cavity [21].
X. CRAB CROSSING TUNE SHIFT AND
SYNCHROBETATRON RESONANCES
To calculate the beam-beam tune shift of the crab colli-
sion case, we use a weak-strong model, a modified version
of Hiratas’s Lorentz boost where the crabbed strong beam
in the c.m. frame is untilted [22], and follow the crossing
angle treatment implemented in the SIXTRACK code by
Leunissen et al. [23]. The calculation of the beam-beam
force is done by approximating the strong bunch by a
number of longitudinal slices. The synchrobeam mapping
originally formulated for collisions with a crossing angle
and no crabbing [24] is then applied at the IP. For the
SIXTRACK simulations, two local linear crab cavities mod-
eled by formulas (1) and (3) with a low frequency are
placed at both sides of IP5 to recover the head-on collision
at IP5. The tracking is done with beam 1 (weak beam)
represented by test particles, and beam 2 treated as the
strong beam represented by the beam-beam element. The
crabbing of the strong beam is modeled in the Lorentz-
boosted frame by modifying the beam-beam force, and the
crabbing of the weak beam is done by a real crab cavity in
the LHC optics. For the full crab collision case (both beams
crabbed), the simulated linear tune shift is found to be the
same as the corresponding head-on tune shift [25]. The
tune shift for the crab collision case with only one beam-
beam element placed at IP5 and horizontal crossing is
shown in Fig. 28.
In addition to first-order synchrobetatron sidebands due
to nonzero chromaticity, second-order synchrobetatron
sidebands are excited by different transverse beam-beam
forces at different longitudinal positions (betatron tune
modulated at twice the synchrotron frequency) in the col-
liding bunches, an effect which is introduced by the trans-
verse crossing angle at the IP [26]. It was suggested that
crab cavities could eliminate this kind of resonance for
circular colliders [5]. We have studied the strength of the
synchrobetatron resonances in simulations. Three cases are
compared, namely, the beam-beam effect with a crossing
























FIG. 28. (Color) Horizontal tune shift (top) and vertical tune
shift (bottom): crossing collision with one beam-beam element
at IP5(H) and horizontal crossing (red); full crab collision with
the same beam-beam element at IP5(H) and both beam crabbed
(blue). The crab crossing tune shift is found to be the same as the































FIG. 27. (Color) CC disturbed phase space for the circulating
beam by applying formula (24) (z ¼ 1z), with the hierarchy of
primary (TCP), secondary (TCSG), tertiary (TCTH), beam dump
(TCDQ) horizontal collimators, and shower absorbers (TCLA)
maintained. The white region labeled in the middle is the phase





























FIG. 26. (Color) Phase-space cut by various collimators in the
presence of crab dispersion but zero momentum dispersion, with
the hierarchy of primary (TCP), secondary (TCSG), tertiary
(TCTH), beam dump (TCDQ) horizontal collimators, and
shower absorbers (TCLA). Drðicoll; Þ ¼ 0 in formula (24).
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crab cavity (crab crossing), and the head-on beam-beam
effect without crossing angle (head-on collision). From
simulating particle trajectories for these three cases, we
computed the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) of the turn-by-
turn horizontal position to obtain the spectrum. Particles
are tracked over 10 000 turns to minimize the influence of
noise on the FFT results. Both transverse (horizontal and
vertical) initial offsets and the longitudinal initial offset are
set to be 1.
We expect that for the case with beam-beam effects plus
crab cavity (crab crossing with two beams crabbed) the
synchrobetatron resonance strength is recovered to be
similar to the one for the head-on collision case, and that
for the crossing collision case the synchrobetatron reso-
nance strength is the largest. Our expectation is confirmed
by the results shown in Fig. 29, for simulations performed
without [Fig. 29 (left)] and with [Fig. 29 (right)] magnet
errors, respectively. The nonlinear magnet errors introduce
coupling so that the vertical tune also becomes visible in
the (horizontal) spectrum.
In the case of only one global 800-MHz crab cavity
(single global scheme with only one beam crabbed) the
second-order sidebands due to the crossing angle are only
partially compensated by the crab cavity. The frequency
spectrum for such a case is shown in Fig. 30, with nonlinear
magnet errors included.
XI. LONG-RANGE EFFECTS
The nominal LHC will operate with 2808 bunches per
beam and with a bunch spacing of 25 ns. There are 120
long-range beam-beam interactions in the four interaction
regions (IR1, IR2, IR5, and IR8). As additional time slots
must be provided for the injection and extraction kickers
throughout the LHC complex, bunches at the beginning or
end of a bunch train will miss up to half of the long-range
beam-beam collisions at one or several IPs (so-called
‘‘PACMAN’’ bunches). For the nominal LHC, the tune
shift for PACMAN bunches is less than 5 104 (in units
of 2) [27]. Also the maximum difference in phase ad-
vance between the global crab cavity (IR4) and the colli-
sion point (IP5) for normal and PACMAN bunches is









































FIG. 29. (Color) Frequency spectrum computed from the turn-by-turn horizontal beam position, without (left) and with (right)
nonlinear magnet errors, for a particle launched with 1 offset in x, y, and z. The second sideband synchrobetatron resonances
introduced by the crossing collision are suppressed by the crab cavities (synchrotron tune Qs ¼ 0:001 97, and chromaticity Q0x;y ¼ 2).






















FIG. 30. (Color) Frequency spectrum computed from the turn-
by-turn horizontal beam position, with nonlinear magnet errors,
for a particle launched with 1 offset in x, y, and z. The second
sideband synchrobetatron resonances introduced by the crossing
collision are partially suppressed by the single global 800-MHz
crab cavity (synchrotron tune Qs ¼ 0:001 97, and chromaticity
Q0x;y ¼ 2).
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x, at the global CC location and at IP5, are almost
unchanged by the missing long-range beam-beam colli-
sions. From this, we conclude that the effect of the long-
range collisions on the efficiency of the crab compensation
is negligible. The effect of the head-on collision is impor-
tant, however: For the local crabbing scheme at the nomi-
nal LHC, the beam-beam head-on collisions at IP5 and IP1
(plus all long-range collisions) change the horizontal phase
advance between the two local crab cavities from 0.517 to
0.510 (in units of 2), which will, indeed, improve the
locality of the crab-cavity bump. The crab-cavity voltage
has to be calculated accordingly.
With or without crab cavity, the head-on and especially
the long-range beam-beam collisions largely reduce the
beam lifetime, which is due to the diffusion of particles
with large transverse amplitude. Using the same conven-
tions and simulation recipes as in Sec. IV, the dynamic
aperture for the nominal LHC including all the head-on and
long-range beam-beam interactions has been calculated
both without and with crab cavities. The result is presented
in Fig. 31. We observe that in the presence of beam-beam
collisions the minimum dynamic aperture over 60 error
seeds is around 8 (which is much smaller than the
12:5–13:0 of Figs. 6 and 7), and there is only a small
impact from either single global or local crab cavities, as
the effect of the long-range collisions is dominant.
XII. CONCLUSIONS
To increase the luminosity of LHC by a factor of 10
above its design value in the second half of the next decade,
several upgrade scenarios have been proposed where crab
cavities are an essential ingredient. In this paper, two crab
crossing scenarios were studied. The first installs local crab
cavities in LHC IR5 (or IR1), to crab the two beams and
benefit the proton-proton collision at IP5 (or IP1). The
second uses only a single 800-MHz global crab cavity to
obtain one horizontally crabbed beam at IP5, in order to
test the crab cavity in hadron colliders for the first time.
Various beam dynamics issues have been studied for
these two crab crossing schemes (for two LHC optics
with two different value of ), such as optics modifica-
tions, dynamic aperture, luminosity, emittance growth
from crab cavity ramping up, physical aperture and beta
beating, crab crossing tune shift, long-range collisions, and
synchrobetatron resonances, crab dispersion, and the im-
pact on the LHC collimation system. In detail, the LHC
optics can fulfill the primary requirements for installing
local or global crab cavities. The  function at the crab
cavity (CC) can be increased to further decrease the
required crab-cavity voltage. For global crab-cavity
schemes it is also possible to decrease the crab-cavity
voltage by shifting the tune closer to the integer resonance.
The minimum dynamic aperture over 60 seeds of the
magnetic errors shows a maximum 1 to 2 degradation
due to crab cavities, which appears acceptable. The global
crabbing scheme for the nominal LHC requires an addi-
tional 0:5 aperture from the closed-orbit point of view
(while the lowbetamax optics requires more, about 1),
which should be available, if needed by tighter orbit con-
trol. The z-dependent ‘‘beta beating’’ due to the global crab
cavity is much smaller than the regular off-momentum beta
beating. The luminosity gains from crab crossing com-
puted analytically and by GUINEA-PIG simulations show
good agreement. For the local crabbing scheme with 400-
MHz crab cavities, the luminosity can be recovered so as to
be equal to the head-on collision case. For the global
crabbing scheme with only one 800-MHz global crab
cavity, the luminosity gain can be as large as 25% for
reduced beam emittance and lower bunch intensity. The
emittance growth study for the crab-cavity voltage ramping
shows that a ramping period longer than 10 turns is needed.
An increase in the projected horizontal emittance when the
crab cavity is turned on reflects its desired effect of in-
troducing an x-z correlation. The local cleaning ineffi-
ciency of the LHC collimation system without errors is
not affected by the crab-cavity presence. The available
phase space for the circulating beam is only moderately
disturbed by the global crab cavity, and, in particular, the
hierarchy of primary (TCP), secondary (TCSG), tertiary
(TCTH), beam dump (TCDQ) horizontal collimators, and
shower absorbers (TCLA) is maintained. For the crab
collision case with both beams crabbed, the simulated
beam-beam tune shift is found to be the same as the
head-on collision tune shift. Simulations demonstrate that
second-order synchrobetatron resonances introduced by
the crossing collision are suppressed by the crab cavities.
The effect of the long-range collisions on the efficiency of
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FIG. 31. (Color) Minimum dynamic aperture over 60 error seeds
for the nominal LHC optics with or without crab cavity; includ-
ing all the head-on and long-range beam-beam interactions at
IP1, IP2, IP5, and IP8. The dynamic-aperture tracking is per-
formed for 100 000 turns.
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head-on and long-range beam-beam collisions the mini-
mum 100 000-turn dynamic aperture over 60 error seeds is
around 8, with or without crab cavities.
In conclusion, all results of our preliminary study sup-
port the feasibility of crab-cavity operation in the LHC.
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